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Having a conversation about conflicting opinions is not easy. We’ve all heard
about the benefits of embracing diverse opinions and perspectives: They make
us better team leaders1, more creative problem solvers2, and more empathic
partners3.
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But disagreement can feel very uncomfortable—even stressful—despite
our genuine desire to have open-minded and inclusive conversations. How
can we identify the personal skills and practices that allow us to navigate the
challenges of disagreement? In 2017, behavioral scientists from University
of Chicago and improv experts from the Second City teamed up to explore the
power of gratitude when talking about opposing views.
Inspired by the famous “Yes, And” approach—a pillar of improvisation—and
fifty years of research on how expressing gratitude creates more cooperative
and enjoyable relationships4,5, we designed a new exercise called “Thank You,
Because”. In this exercise, people try to express appreciation for how their
conversation partner’s point of view contributes to the conversation. They
may thank their conversation partner for the value of their opinions, the risk
their partner takes in sharing their personal point of view, or other aspects
of the conversation they are grateful for. In this exercise, people do not need
to pretend to agree with each other or suppress any of their own concerns.
Instead, they only need to look for aspects of each other’s comments that they
genuinely value, and when recognizing something they appreciate, take a
moment to let the other person know.
Since August 2018, over a thousand people in Chicago and Los Angeles
have experienced the “Thank You, Because” approach when discussing
disagreement in one of our workshops. After identifying a topic of disagreement
with their conversation partner, participants were instructed to take either the
“Thank You, Because” approach or one of two contrasting approaches—called
“No Because” and “I Hear That”. Immediately after the conversation, people
filled out a comprehensive survey about their conversation experiences.
The finding is simple and striking: Gratitude is powerful, even in moments of
disagreement.
(Continues on reverse.)
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EXPERIMENT DEBRIEFING
(Continued)
“Thank You, Because” wins over “No, Because” on all fronts:
Compared to a “No, Because” approach, which people often default to when
disagreeing with each other, a “Thank You, Because” approach wins on ALL
measures in our comprehensive survey. In particular, people with the “Thank You,
Because” approach found their conversation tone to be more collaborative, felt
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